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PREFACE

Who a vocational education curriculum specialist? The answer
to this question is not as simple as it might arf,pear. A vocational
education curriculum specialist is likely to work in many diTferent
capacities, including, but not limited to: instructor, department
chairperson, dean of vocational-techni'cal education, vocational super-
visor, principal, state or local director of vocational education, and
curriculum coordinator.

The specialist is, perhaps, more identifiable by his/her respon-
sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

planning, organizing, actualizing, and controlling the work
of an educational team performed to determine and achieve
objectives.

planning, organizing, and evaluating content and learning
processes into sequential activities that facilitate the
achievement of objectives.

diagnosing present and projected training needs of business,
industry, educational institutions, and the learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing different theories of curric-
ulum development, management, and evaluation and adapting them
for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-
senting a comprehensive curriculum development project dealing with the
training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose
of this two-year project was 1) to design, dilvelop, and evaluate an
advanced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials
based on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-
tencies, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors
and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for
flexible installation. These materials are not meant to be used only
in the manner of an ordina-y textbook. The materials can be used
effectively.by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-
tional environments, including independent study, team teaching,
seminars, and workshops, as well as in more conventional classroom
settings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and
presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines

This study guide has five major sections. Each section contains useful

information, suggestions, and/or activities that assist in the achievement

of the competencies of a Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist. Each

major section is briefly described below.

PART I: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PART I contains an Overview and Rationale, Educational Goals and Performance

Objectives, Recommended Learning Materials, and Suggested Reference

Materials. This section will help the user answer.the following questions;

How is the module organized?

What is the educational purpose of the module?

What specifically should the user learn from this module?

What are the specific competencies emphasized in this module?

What learning materials are necessary?

What related reference materials would be helpful?

PART II: CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Part II contains the content outline arratmed by goals. The outline is a

synthesis of information from many sources related to the major topics

(goals and objectives) of the module. Study activities for each goal and

its corresponding objectives follow each section of the content outline,

allowing students to complete the exercises related to Goal 1 before going

on to Goal 2.

PART III: GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

The "Activities-Resources" column in the content outline contains refer-

ences to classroom or group activities and discussion questions related to

specific content in the outline. These activities and discussion questions

Ii
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are located in PART III and are for optiuhal use of either the instructor

or the student. Both the classroom activities and discussion questions are

accompanied by suggested responses for use as helpful exampins only--they

do not represent conclusive answers to the problems and issues addressed.

Also contained in the "Activities-Resources" column are the reference

numbers of the resources used to develop the content outline. These

reference numbers correspond to the numbers of the Suggested Reference

Materials in PART I.

PART IV: STUDENT SELF-CHECK

PART IV contains questions directly related to the goals and objectives of

the module. The self-check may be used as a pre-test or as a post-test,

or as a periodic self-check for students in determining their own progress

throughout the module.

PART V: APPENDICES

Appendix A contains responses to the Study Activities from PART II, and

Appendix B contains responses to the Student Self-Check. The responses

provide immediate feedback to the user and allow the module to be used

more effectively J.-or individuaIized study. They have been included in the

last part of the module as appendices to facilitate their removal should

the user wish to use them at a later time rather than concurrently with

the rest of the module.

Approximately 30 hours of out-of-class study will be necessary to complete

this module.

Overview and Rationale
The module deals with a major phase of instructional development for

vocational education: the selection of an instructional strategy (teaching

methods and media devices) and the organization of content for instruction.

12



First, the module looks at the process of selecting instAictional strategies,

that is, teaching methods and media devices, for accumplishing given

objectives. Unfortunately, few guidel',f.s are readily available to help

the curriculum specialist match methoc- ), ] inedia with specific instruc-

tional objectives. This module, howevc, r.ovides the specialist with an

opportunity tc move from the position of fflaking selections based on folklore,

habit, or "what seems to be nice" to a more cost-effective and standardized

process.

Next, because organization greatly influences the efficiency of instruction

and the degree to which students learn, the module examines the problem

of organization of instructional content.

The purpose of this module is to provide the future curriculum specialist

with some techniques and processes for developing instructional materials.

In a real-world situation, the specialist will probably assist others,

in a variety of subject areas, who are attempting to develop instruction.

While the subject expert alone is able to supply the specific content

for that instruction, the techniques and procoY;es used are the main

concern of the curriculum specialist.

The developme..A of instruction for vocational education occurs at four

levels: the Arriculum level, the program level, the course level, and

the unit level. A curriculum is the sum total of the learning experiences

for which the school has responsibility. A curriculum may be subdivided

into instructional proirams, whiLh in turn may be subdivided into co,urses,

and then into instructional units. An instructional unit is thy smallest

amount of instruction that has purpose, interest, unity, and meaning

within itself. It 1% the level of In%tructIon with which thi% module*

1!; concerned. Many of the procei.e% in the developuient of in%trutional

mirterlal% dt a unit level can he readily applied dt a broader level of

development.

Thl% module, de%cribinq the prote..% of developino ireAruction tij

II/
accomplkh %pecIfIc objectIve.., I% the %vcond In a ..erl % of three

1



modules on the development of instruction for vocational education.

The previous module. Module 7, discussed procedures both for identifying

possible objectives for instruction and for writing such objectives. The

last module in the series, Module 9, discusses means of assessing student

achievement of the objectives of instruction.

A variety of approaches to instructional develrpment are in practice in

vocational education today. These approaches include: the integrated

approach; the occupational or job analysis approach; the clusters,

families, or common elements of occupation; approach; the functions of

industry approach; and the concept approach. (Each of these approaches

is briefly described in Introductory Module 2: Roles_ of Vocational_

Educa.tors in Curri,culum Management.) This series of modules on instruc-

tional developmeni for vocational education follows an occupational or

job analysis appco,Iiii because it is the most common and is often used

in combination with other curriculum techniques.



Goals and Objectives
Upon completion of this module, the student will be able to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

GOAL 8.1: SELECT INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES (TEACHING METHODS AND MEDIA

DEVICES) FOR ACCOMPLISHING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Objective 8.11 Describe five general principles for the

selection of learning experiences.

Objective 8.12 Given a specific occupational task, identify

the type of performance primarily associated

with each step of the task.

Objective 8.13 Identify teaching methods that are appropriate

for each of the three domains of learning:

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

Objective 8.14 Given specific instructional objectives,

select an instructional strategy for accom-

plishing each.

Objective 8..15 Judge the quality of commercial instructional

materials.

GOAL 8.2: ORGANIZE INSTRUCTION.

Objective 8.21 Identify basic criteria and common principles

of organizing instruction.

Objective 8.4 Recognize ways of sequencing instruction.

Objective 8.23 Develop a lesson plan for a unit of instruction.

;3
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PART II

CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Content Outline Activities-Resources

/299297' /277222W /2Z/ /279227' /
Introductory Remarks: Instructional/
Development for Vocational Education/

A. Instructional development for an occupation has as

its goal the preparation of the learner to obtain,

perform, and advance in a job; all activities

should be accomplished with this goal in mind.

B. Instructional development for an occupation is a

difficult task, since technology continually

changes the jobs that are in existence and also

brings about new ones. This reouires the curricu-

lum specialist to continually review, update, and

improve the curriculum.

C. Once a task analysis has been translated into

instructional objectives (Module 7), the next.step

is to design an instructional system for accom-

plishing these objectives--that's the subject of

this module. The instructional system includec a

strategy for (...2veloping in learners the skills,

knowledge, and attitudes that are required to

perform the job. When the instructional strategy

has been translated into learning activities,

instructional materials must be developed to

implement these activities.
_a_



Content Outline (continued)

D. Types of instructional materials may include:

1. teacher and studcnt materials;

2. materials for group instruction;

3. materials for individualized instruction.

E. The development of sound instructional materials

should include consideration of the following

factors:

1. Does it have a reasonable basis in authority?

2. Is it technically accurate?

3. Is it sufficiently adequate in scope to cover

the instructional unit?

4. Is it written at the educational level of the

student?

5. Is it divisible into simple instructional

units?

6. Is it organized for individual use?

7. Does it provide for individual student

response and evaluation?

8. Does it provide an easy procedure with which

the teacher can check student achievement?

9. Is it psychologically sound?

10. Is it attractive in appearance? (15)* (15) Vocational Edu-
cation -Curricu-

lum Development
F. The following emerging trends should be used in Fiaildbook.

establishing plans and priorities for future
See Discussion

curriculum development: Question A in

1. There is a trend in curriculum development
Part III.

away from material constructed by a single

school to massive, funded projects.

2 1
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Content Outline (continued)

2. Persons with varied talents are being used to

develop curriculum (analysts, psychologists,

writers and editors, objective writers, media

and learning specialists).

3. There are now team efforts as opposed to indi-

vidual efforts.

4. Curriculum is no longer designed around a

single textbook (15).*

2 2

(15) Vocational Edu-
cation Curricu-
lum Development
Handbook. See
also: (5)

Curriculum
Design in a
Changing Society;
13 "Directions
)f Curriculum
Change"; and (22)
The School
Curriculum.

See Discussion
Question B in
Part III.



Goal 8.1

Content Outline=11=11W

Goal 8.1: Select Instructional Strate-
gies (Teaching Methods and Media Devices)
for Accomplishing Instructional Objectives.

/ZZOZZ/i000/i/

"MIEN=

A. Instructional Strategies and Learning

Experiences

1. The main function of instructional strategies

should be to help the learner achieve and

demonstrate proficiency in the instructional

objectives. (A common trap for the vocational

curriculum specialist is his becoming so

absorbed in possible instructional activities

that he loses sight of the instructional

objectives, which should remain the basis of

all instructional strategy.)*

2. It is important that a system of instructional

strategies be defined, whether the curriculum

specialist is preparing materials for a single

class or for an entire institution. The

system is defined as an integrated combination

of personnel, media devices, equipment, and

teaching methods which, if experienced by a

learner, will enable that learner to demon-

strate proficiency in the instructional objec-

tives (21).

2 3
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Question C in
Part III.

(21) Individualizing
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Technical Instruc-
tion, Chap. 5.



Content Outline (continued)

3. Once the instructional objectives have been

specified, the curriculum specialist can

examine the teaching methods and media devices

available and choose those most appropriate

for the given objectives. This procedure

should H appropriate for the three different

types of objectives: cognitive, psychomotor,

and affective. At a very general level, there

is basic knowledge that helps specify the

appropriate strategy for particular types of

objectives. For example, simulation activities

in vocational education are used for the

development of content knowledge, while role-

playing is designed to acquaint students with

a variety of interpersonal situations.

Unfortunately, however, there has been no

advancement beyond such broad generalities.

This is due to:

a. difficulties encountered in the develop-

ment of a comprehensive set of categories

to describe the type of learning underly-

ing the instructional objectives;

b. the dilemma of determining the behaviors

that are likely to be modified by the

various strategies (12).

4 According to Goldstein, the difficulties and

dilemmas just described exist for several

reasons:

a. the empirical research necessary to

establish the relationships between kinds

of learning experiences and particular

outcomes has been insufficient;

'24
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Content Outline (continued)

b. most research efforts have emphasized

reactions and learning in the 1, ,ning

setting rather than performance in the

real-world setting;

c. empirical studies that have been done

have generally been based on demonstra-

tions of the value of the strategy rather

than on the nature of the learning

activities for which the strategy was

devised (12).

B. Instructional Strategies and Instructional

Objectives

1. Unfortunately, there are no "correct" instruc-

tional methods or devices for a given instruc-

tional objective, and the search for one is

bound to be fruitless. In virtually every

case, however, there is a range of instruc-

tional methods and devices appropriate to the

task or behavior to be taught. The various

features of these methods or devices become

advantages or disadvantages only in a given

instructional context, depending on such

factors as instructor's intent bod experience,

student characteristics, individualization of

instruction, job performance priorities, and

administrative constraints. Any selection

procedure, then, must necessarily, even if un-

consciously, make compromises, tradeoffs, .41"

even arbitrary decisions in order to choo

one method or device over another (19).

25
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Content Outline (continued)

2. The critical element in instruction, though,

is not the particular instructional method or

device that is used, but the organization of

the information into audio, visual, and other

types of stimuli for presentation to the

student. These stimuli should be chcsen

largely for their appropriateness to the in-

structional content and the on-the-job condi-

tions. Methods and devices can then be selec-

ted, from the range of those capable of trans-

mitting the relevant stimuli, on the basis of

relevant administrative criteria (19).*

3. Various authors have specified their own

general criteria for the selection of instruc-

tional strategies.* What follows are some of

these criteria.

4. Butler establishes some general guidelines in

the selection of media:

a. The instructional objectives themselves

are the primary determinants of the best

media to use.

b. Matching the media to the various kinds o

learning involved in a lesson is more

effective than trying to satisfy the

so-called individual learning styles of

students.

c There is usually no best medium, or mix of

media, for a unit of instruction, because

each learning event leading to the attain-

ment of the objective may require a

different mix of media.

2 6
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See Discussion
Question D in
Part III.

See Classroom
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Content Outline (continued)

d. According to Butler, the best procedure

usually is to select the least elaborate

and least costly medium that will appar-

ently enable the learner to acquire the

desired capability.

e. All things being equal, woll-illustrated,

step-by-step verbal instructions with

feedback to the student is the most vac-

tical, effective, and efficient medium for

most types of learning.*

f. In some instances, cost factors may

dictate media selections concerned pri-

marily with the most advantageous mix of

self-paced individualized instruction and

group-paced lecture demonstrations (6)*

5. Gerlach and Ely specify two criteria for the

selection of instructional approache::

efficiency and effectivineqs. "Efficiency and

effectiveness should be confidered together.

If an objective is accomplished in less time

with one method than another, it is more

efficient. If the retention or transfer of

the information or skill learned is greater

for one method than another, then it is more

effective for reaching that objective. In

any case, when determining the approach to be

followed, the best estimate of both efficiency

and effectiveness will have to be followed.

If the approach is studied carefully, future

predictions will be based or )irical data of

past experiences and they will probably result

in better teaching" (10).

27
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Part III.

(6) Instructional
Systems Develop-
ment for Voca-
B-Wal and Tech-

* See Discussion
Question F in
Part III.

(10) Teaching and
Media: A
Systematic
Approach, Chap. 11.



Content Outline (continued)

6. In selecting a teaching mL,nod, Fleck recom-

mends that the one chosen meet the following

criteria:

a. is appropriate to the maturity of the

students;

b. can be used with confidence;

c. is suitable to the particular objectives

of the lesson;

d. can be adapted to student needs, problems,

and interests;

e. gives students an opportunity to share in

goal-setting, learning experiences, and

evaluation;

f. permits flexibility in planning;

g. provides for individual differences in

learning, capacities, and background among

students;

h. implements a democratic philosophy;

i. provides for cooperative effort or group

work;

gives students an opportunity to inquire,

to analyze, to explore, to be active, to

create, and to initiate;

k. gives the teacher an opportunity to

observe students' progress (9).*

C. Commercial Instructional Materials

1. Pucel and V ,21) have established criteria

by which comercially prepared materials

should be rigorously e'dluated.

2. For print materials, use the following

criteria:

(9) Toward Better
Teaching of
Home Economics,
Chap. 8. See
also (24) Inno-
vations in Teach-
ing and Training,
Chap. 8.

See Discussion
Question G in
Part III.

(21) Individualizing
Vocational and
Technical
Instruction,
Chap. 5.



Content Outline (continued)

a. Content: Does it closely follow the

requirements of the tasks to be learned?

What percentage of the total tasks can be

covered with this resource? Are there

serious omissions, outdated information,

or over-emphasis of minor aspects?

b Level: Is the vocabulary written at a

difficulty level similar to other print

materials in that field for that age?

Is the style readable?

c. Format: Are there sufficient and clear

illustratinns? Is the binding, type, and

paper appropriate for the intended usage?

d. Authorship: Is the author a recognized

authority? Has the publisher developed

a sound reputation through previous publi-

cations?

e. Treatment: Is there unbiased presentation

of matters relating to labor, government,

minorities, and controversial issues?*

3. For visual media (film and videotape), use the

following criteria':

a. Content: Does it follow the requirements

of the tasks to be learned? What percent-

age of the tasks can be covered with this

resource? Are there omissions or outdated

information?

b. Level: Is the material appropriate for

the age level of the viewers? Is there

sufficient action? Is the pacing and

sequencing appropriate?

29
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Content Outline (continued)

c. Presentation: Is the material more effec-

tive than demonstrating, reading, discus-

sing, or experimenting?

d Authorship: Are the producer and editor

qualified?

e Technical Quality: Are images sharp? Is

the color natural? Is sound intelligible

and realistic? Is continuity natural and

understandable? Are there conflicts

between music and speech? Are there

difficulties in following image and/or

sound? Are image and sound synchronized

(21)?*

3 0

(21) Individualizing
Vocational and
Technical
Instruction,
Chap. 5.

* See Classroom
Activity 3 in
Part III.



D. Study Activities

Based on your reading of the content outline and any additional

references as suggested, complete the following activities.

Instructional Strategy_ and Learning_ Experiences

In Module 7, Derivation and Specification of Instructional Objectives,

you learned about the ends to be attained by an instructional unit.

In this module, you will consider how these ends can be attain2d by the

,selection of an appropriate instructional strategy, that is, by the

selection of teaching methods and media devices.

An instructional strategy in and of itself does not provide for learning.

It is the instructional strategy plus the student with all his unique

characteristics that create the learning experience. (Learning experience=

teaching method + media + student.) It is through these learning exper-

iences that learning will take place and instructional objectives will

be accomplished.

Other modules in this program have considered the individual learner.

This module, however, considers the instructional strategy. As you

proceed through it, keep in mind that the instructional strategy cannot

be isolated from the learner--that it is the strategy plus the learner

that make up the learning experience.

I Read Chapter 2: "How Can Learning Experiences Be Selected Which Are

Likely To Be Useful in Attaining These Objectives?" in Tyler, Basic

Principles of Curriculum and Instruction. Then complete the following

questions.

a. Tyler enumerates five general principles for selecting learning

experiences. List these five principles and briefly describe each.

b. For each of the five general principles enumerated by Tyler for

selecting learning experiences, provide an illustrative example

from vocational education.

3 1
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Selecting Instructional Strategies

There may be several instructional strategies from which to choose when

developing a unit of instruction. How does a curriculum specialist

decide when to use a specific instructional strategy and how does he

decide what instructional strategy to use?

According to Mager and Beach, "In the wly one selects a tool from the

toolbox by knowing what he needs to accomplish, one chooses an instructional

strategy by first identifying the kind of performance he wants to develop."

Determining the type of performance desired of the student is the first

step in selecting an instructional strategy to help him achieve a specific

instructional objective. The objective itself states the specific

desired performance or behavior. Given this objective, the curriculum

specialist must determine what type of performance it requires. Chapter 8:

"Types of Performance" in Mager and Beach, Developing Vocational Instruction,

describes several different kinds of performance: discrimination, problem-

solving, recall, manipulation, and speech.

2. Read Chapter 8: "Types of Performance" in Mager and Beach, Developing

Vocational Instruction. Then answer the following multiple-choice

questions by marking an "X" at the appropriate choice.

For each of the tasks stated below, identify the type of performance

primarily associated with each.

a. Troubleshoot an inoperative IBM selectric typewriter.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

3 2
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o

o

b Greet a customer in an appropriate manner.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

c. Recognize when a customer is in an angry mood.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

d. Repair a leaky faucet.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

e. Know the correct type of plow to use in very wet soil.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech
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f. Identify the appropriate table appointments to use when setting a

table for a formal five-course dinner for eight.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

g. Determine when a piece of unfinished walnut has been sanded suf-

ficiently.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

h. Determine the fertilizer needs for one acre of tomatoes.

a. discrimination

b. problem-solving

c. recall

d. manipulation

e. speech

3. After reading Chapter 8: "Types of Performance" in Mager and 3each,

complete the following activity.

In Module 7: Derivation and Specification of Instructional Objectives,

you an,' -,ad the steps involved in performing a specific occupational

2 ;;he Task Detailing Sheet you completed on page 27 of the

)!..-Ij Guide for Module 7.) Now, for each of the steps you listed for

performing that task, indicate the type of performance with which it is
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primarily associated. Check your work with the instructor and discuss

any problems you encountered in identifying types of performance.

4. After reading Chapter 8: "Types of Performance" in Mager and Beach,

answer the following questions.

a. What is the relationship between identifying the type of performance

primarily associated with an occupational task and selecting an

instructional strategy?

b. After using the performance categories described by Mager and Beach,

how do you like them? Were they useful or do you have other

categories that you prefer?

Teaching Methods and Learning Domains (1)

Educational psychologists define learning as a change in behavior. This

change in behavior should occur in three distinct areas:

1. Cognitive (knowledge of information, facts, concepts, and

the ability, to apply, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate);

2. Affective (attitudes, feelings, and values);

3. Psychomotor (muscular action, skill, and dexterity).

Learning, then, in the full sense of the word, is a three-dimensional

activity. It requires sublearnings in each of the above areas. Learning

in any one of these areas does not guarantee learning in the other two.

For example, it cannot be assumed that rote memorization of facts will

result in improved skill or a change in attitude.

It is important to maintain some degree of balance among the three sub-

learning areas. This is not to suggest that equal time be devoted to

changing the learner's attitude and only a moderate amount of time to

the psychomotor and knowledge areas. Each learning situation is unique

and requires careful planning on the part of the curriculum specialist.

Also, it must be recognized that certain teaching methods are more

appropriate in effecting a change in one of the three sublearning

areas than in the others. The following are examples of such methods:
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1. Cognitive

a. programmed instruction

b. lecture

c. reading assignment

d. worksheets

e. case problems

2. Affective

a. roleplaying

b. field interviews

c. guest speakers

d. group discussion

e. instructor's personal example

3. Psychomotor

a. practice and drill

b. demonstrations

c. on-the-job training

d. simulated performance

It should be noted that in some situations, a combination of the above

teaching methods should be used to bring about a positive change in one

of the sublearning areas.

Malcolm S. Knowles has stated that active participation by the learner

is the dominating concept underlying the new education methodology. To

achieve a maximum involvement by class members, the instructor should use

a variety of "participating" teaching methods:

1. Programmed instruction--This method of instruction is especially

effective when it is necessary to present introductory material of a

routine nature. These materials are well suited for a group of learners

with diverse abilities; they individualize instruction so each person

can progress at his own rate. Frequently, the sponsoring agency will

need to schedule a limited number of group meetings to provide orientation

and develop unity of purpose.

3 6
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2. The penetrating question--This is the oldest, yet one of the most

effective ways of promoting individual and group involvement. Effective

questions seldom develop spontaneously; they need to be carefully planned

prior to class time and logically integrated into the instructor's presen-

tation.

3. Roleplaying--Roleplaying is especially well suited to exploring

situations in which the reactions and feelings of individuals are

involved. This instructional method will be effactive only when it is

used thoughtfully and appropriately. The instructor should be familiar

with all of the steps that must be taken to create a successful role-

playing situation.

4. Group_ discussion--One of the principal methods of getting class

participation is involvement by discussion. Effective group discussion

is the result of advanced planning and regard for proven discussion

techniques.

5. Small group discussion--By dividing the class into small groups,

it is possible to realize nearly 100 percent participation by class

members; this is a worthwhile goal in education because each person should

have the opportunity to express his views and engage in meaningful

dialogue with fellow class members.

6. Dyad--This is a variation of the small group discussion method.

Class members are divided into groups of two persons each. One learner

may assume the role of teacher, the other that of student, in a skill-

building situation. One person may take the "pro" and the other the "con"

during the discussion of a problem or issue.

7. Triad--A triad is used in the same manner as the dyad except

the class participants are divided into groups of three.

8. Case problems--Case problems can be very effective because they

present concrete situations, either actual or hypothetical, with which

the group can identify.

9. Brainstorming--Participants are encouraged to list for a period

of time (five to ten minutes) all the ideas that come to their minds

regarding some problem or topic of interest. Each class member is

encouraged to offer as many ideas as possible, without regard to the
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practicality of their suggestions. Critical appraisal of these sug-

gestions comes during the post-brainstorming session.

10. Field interview--The learner is asked to interview (outside

the classroom) a person or a group of persons who can supply information

relative to a problem or issue. This type of out-of-class assignment

can be used to supplement classroom instruction.

5. Having read the preceding material on "Teaching Methods and Learning

Domains," complete the following multiple-choice questions by marking

an "X" at the appropriate choice.

a. If you wanted students to obtain basic knowledge about the primary

functions of the human body, what would be the most appropriate

teaching method?

a. group discussion

b. programmed instruction

c. demonstration

d. roleplaying

b. If you wanted students to develop positive safety attitudes in the

shop, what would be the most appropriate teaching method?

a. programmed instruction

b. case problems

c. roleplaying

d. lecture
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C. If you wanted students to learn how to operate an electric proportional

spacing typewriter, what would be the most appropriate teaching method?

a. practice and drill

b. group discussion

c. simulated performance

d. reading assignment

d. If you wanted students to learn the parts of an automobile engine,

what would be the most appropriate teaching method?

a. on-the-job training

b. case problems

c. guest speakers

d. programmed instruction

6. Read Chapter 9: "Selection of Instryrt'onal Procedures" in Mager and

Beach, Developing Vocational Instructiln. Then complete the following

activity.

In Module 7, Derivation and Specification of Instructional Oblectives,

you wrote instructional objectives for specific occupational tasks.

(See the Objectives Specification Sheet you completed on page 53 of

the Study Guide for Module 7.) Now select a task for which you

specified objectives in all three domains: cognitive, affective, and

psychomotor. Next, select instructional strategies.(teaching methods and

media devices) appropriate for accomplishing each of these objectives.

Use Mager and Beach's three guides for strategy selection. Then from the

appropriate instructional strategies you selected, identify the most

practical one--that is, the one most likely to be available and the

one most likely to be within the school budget. Use a form like the

one on the ext page to write the objective and the corresponding

instructional strategies. (You will need to prepare a form for each

objective. Adequate space is not provided in this guide, so use

additional sheets of paper as necessary.)
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SELECTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

Objective:

Domain:

Appropriate instructional strategies:

Most practical instructional strategy:
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7. Look at the instructional strategies you selected as most practical

in the last exercise. Now ask yourself the following questions about

each strategy.

a. Does the strategy give the student an opportunity to practice the

kind of behavior implied by the objective and does the strategy

sample the kind of content implied by the objective?

b. Is the strategy likely to be satisfying to the particular students

for which it is planned, that is, does it allow students to

experience success?

c. Does the strategy require actions that the students are not yet ready

or able to perform?

d. Does the strategy capitalize on the various interests of both students

and faculty members?

e. Does the strategy provide for the attainment of several objectives

or is it concerned with only one or two?

After asking yourself these questions, would you change your mind about

any of the instructional strategies you selected? If so, explain why and

select another strategy.

If you weren't able to answer all of the questions, don't worryit's

very reasonable since you don't know the particular students for whom

you are selecting an instructional strategy. And that is the whole point

of instructional development; you can know all the proper techniques and

processes to apply to develop instructional materials, but without knowledge

of the individual students, these techniques and processes are meaning-

less.
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8. Read the article by R. H. Anderson, "Selection of Media: Another

Perspective," provided on the following pages. Then complete the

activity below.

Again look at the instructional strategies you selected in Activity 6.

as the most practical ones for accomplishing specific objectives.

Now use the flow chart technique offered by Anderson to select an

instructional strategy for each of these same objectives. Note this

strategy too (n the forms you completed for Activity 6. Then answer

these questions.

a. Now did the instructional strategies you selected by the flow

chart technique compare with those you had previously selected?

Were they the same? If not, how would you explain the difference?

b. How useful was the flow chart technique in selecting an instruc-

tional strategy? Did it make the selection process easier or more

difficult? Would you recommend the flow chart technique to others?

c. Perhaps you know of a technique for selecting an instructional

strategy that is more useful than those mentioned in this module.

If so, briefly describe that technique here and be prepared to

present it in class.
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SELECTION OF MEDIA:

ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE1

R. H. ANDERSON2
Illinois Bell Teiephone Company

A reference guide was designed to assist course
developers in the selection, development and testing of
instructional "software" materials. The guide is divided
into a series of relatively, self-contained sections to
allow course developers the flexibility to use these ma-
terials in several -0, The guide is an attempt to im-
pose some logical structure on the media selection pro-
cess. A set of flow charts are proposed which serve as
decision tables.

During the training strategies phase of course development, the
training writer must determine the instructional media best suited to
the course objectives, content, and format. This is often a difficult
decision to make because it is based cm a combination of complex
and inter-related factors. To select the appropriate media, the devel-
cper must evaluate and resolve such issues as:

1. What degree of stimulus and/or response simulation is necessary
and available?

2. What medium (or media) is most practical for packaging, imple-
mentation, and updating?

3. What hardware is readily available to implement the course?
4. What cost-effective alternatives are available in the production

and maintenance of the software involved?
5. How "locked-in" should the training be?
6. Does the course value (amount of behavior change, target popu-

lation, or life of course) justify the media cost?

The final selection of instructional media reflects the developer's
ability to evaluate and balance priorities among these various issues.
It is, in essence, a statement of the developer's values concerning
these variables and represents the communication vehicle best able to

I The author owes a debt of gratitude to several nice people for lending their
assistance and encouragement during the development of this guide. They are:
Dick Lewis, Rudy Bretz, Jerry Kemp and Pat Lynch.

2 Requests for reprints should be sent to the author, Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,
225 W. Randolph St., 15F, Chicago, III., 60606.

hnproving Human Performance: A Research Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3,81-107

Reprinted with permission of the National Society for
Performance and Instruction.
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effectively and efficiently achieve the course objectives.
Unfortunately, there are few guidelines readily available to help

the writer make these decisions. No fool-proof, cross-reference tables
for selection of instructional media for specific objectives exist.
Validated historical data on behavior change using specific media are
generally contradictory and imprecise. Cost figures of various soft-
ware alternatives are difficult to determine and sometimes vague.
Literature extolling the virtues of various types of hardware is avail-
able, but often misleading. In addition, technological advances in
recent years have made the cost of hardware obsolescence phenom-
enal.

The following excerpt from the report by the Commission on
Instructional Technology of the House of Representatives Com-
mittee on Education and Labor states the problem briefly as
follows:

In order to reflect present-day reality, the Commission
has had to look at the pieces that make up instructional
technology: television, films, overhead projectors, com-
puters, and the other items of 'hardware' and 'software'
(to use the convenient jargon that distinguishes machines
from programs). In nearly every case, these media have
entered education independently, and still operate more in
isolation than in combination.... Instructional technol-
ogy goes beyond any particular medium or device.... It is
a systematic way of designing, carrying out, and evaluating
the total process of learning, teaching and communication,
and employing a combination of human and nonhuman
resources to bring about more effective instruction. (1970,
p. 19.)

In an earlier report submitted to the United States Office of
Education by the American Institute for Research, the field of
instructional media as viewed then waS described as follows:

A situation (exists) in which there is no generally under-
stood rationale as to why some information is presented
by film rather than by programmed instruction, or by
books rather than by slides and sound track.... Instruc-
tional objectives are presented by all kinds of media, with-
out much rhyme or reason other than that the film maker
works in his mecnum and the bookwriter works in
his. . . When multiple media are used in a course of instruc-
tion, tilc rationale of the particular combination of media
employed is no more systematic or logical than the ra-
tionale by which the component items came to be

AndefS,111, R if
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produced. There is competition among media producers
for their media to have a prominent place in the total array
of items to be used in the absence of a theory upon which
justification could exist for teaching each type of educa-
tional objective by a medium having special relevance for
the kind of learning conditions required... Media research
has not even focused upon how to choose from among
existing media. Much research has been devoted to tech-
niques for improving films, for example, but there is a
neglect of research which shows circumstances requiring
that a film be made and used for instruction. (1966, p.2.)

Since these studies were completed, some small inroads have been
made into the process of matching instructional objectives with
media. Perhaps some of the advancement has been offset by the
increased availability of more (and varied) hardware, but some basic
decisions facing course writers are more clearly understood.

When preparing a reference guide such as this, a temptation exists
to somehow label the content as "the last word" on the subject. It
would be nice if it were true. However, when faced with the amount
of learning research currently underway and the competition among
hardware manufacturers to provide novel features and cost effective-
ness, it is likely that this material will have to be continually
updated. This is, however, a starting point. We have an opportunity
to move from the position of making selections based on folklore,
habit, or "what seems to be nice" to a more cost-effective and
standardized process.

SELECTION GUIDELINES

The problem of selecting an effective and efficient medium to
communicate lesson content is sometimes eliminated by the phrasing
of the training request. "Lets have a nice slide-tape lesson on". . or
"We need a video-tape course on". . . are statements that replace one
problem with another. Implied in this type of request is that the
subject matter and target population have been researched, and this
is the most effective medium available for displaying relevant stimuli
and providing feedback. It is also presumed that this is prol .bly the
most efficient transmission vehicle for developing, distributing and
updating lesson materials. Unfortunately, in some cases these factors
have not been considered and this predetermined medium may
impose severe limitations on the course writers' efforts.

What is presented in this section is an attempt to impose some
logical structure on the media selection process. This proposal is
based on the notion that we exercise this process, with varying

hnproving Human Performance, A Research Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3, 81-107
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degrees of success, in our daily lives when we choose to communicate
with others. We may choose to call someone or write a letter, or
have face-to-face communication based on a number of variables. We
even refine our selection more or go "multi-media" by feeling the
need to include photographs or drawings or even imitate sounds in
our messages.

The selection of instructional media should be an extension of the
basic communication skill. It is only made more elaborate and some-
what more complicated because of the variety of "devices" available,
size of target population, and the specific and measurable results
required from the message. An all-encompassing algorithm for
selecting appropriate media may not be practical as yet; but if we can
at least narrow our choices and get into the right "ball-park," we will
have a much greater chance of success.

EXPLANATION OF THE PROCESS

Derision 1. Information or Instruction.

All communication messages fall into one of two categories: Infor-
mation (including entertairisrient) or Instruction. Each of these
categories has sufficiently different characteristics which make them
subject to different media choices. These processes may be simplified
and diagrammed as follows:3

INFORMATION

-

KNOWL
MATION EDGE
INFOR.

ENCODE

AUTHOR
(SENDER)

A

DECODE

INSTRUCTION

INFOR
MATION

ENCODE

FEED-
4
BACK

AUDIENCE AUTHOR
(RECEIVER) (INSTRUCTOR)

A

KNOWL-
EDGE

DECODE

RFCEIVER
(STUDENT)

3 Composite of two sources: Kemp (1968) and Bretz (1972).

I
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Both processes gothrough the following steps:

1) Selecting of stored information (bits of unrelated data).
2) Encoding of information for transmission to target population.
3) Transmission of message to target audience. (With minimum

amount of interference or distraction)
4) Decoding of message by student (or other receiver) into

thought processes.
5) Storing of the message content as "knowledge " or discarding

of the message.

In the case of instruction, a sixth step is added. A "feedback" loop
is provided to determine how much of the intended message was
received, decoded properly and stored by the student. This feedback
loop is encoded in a pre-determined message form by the writer and
becomes information for re-evaluating lesson materials, and the
process starts over again.

The individual parts of the communication model may be roughly
equated to the systematic approach to training in the following man-
ner:

Communication Step Systems Step

Information

Encoding

Transmission

Task analysis, study of job performance,
results of student tests, listing of S-R
pairs, etc,

Preparation of objectives, criterion tests,
and lesson content, determining training
strategies, revision of materials based on
"feedback,"

Conducting developmental tests, dis-
tributing lesson material or content in
any form.

It s this author'' p nion that a great deal of time and energy is
spent d ,bcussing "' Isrnission" channels rather than considering this
as only of, into the communication process not the
dom in Iv. t fe.ctor.

A rind comment on information: although information programs
are not normally the responsibility of course developers, training
writers can, at times, become involved in this process. For this reason
two simplified flow charts are included dealing with selecting an
informational medium based on message characteristics.

findroving Human Perfimnancr ,4 I?vvarch Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3, 81.107
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One assumption is imposed on these information flow charts. Most
of the informational material requested of course developers is akin
to "affective" instruction and a change in the potential behavior of
the target audience is usually desired. In these situations, it has been
demonstrated rather conclusively that audio-motion visuals such as
film and video are the most effective information media avail-
ablr and the most expensive.

Decision 2: Instructional Aids or Instructional Media.

There are two basic forms of media available for instructional
purposes, each having different capabilities for communicating
message content:

1) Instructional Aids: those media capable of aiding a live instruc-
tor to produce learning.

2) Instructional Media: those media capable of providing a direct
link between the developer and the student (excluding an
instructor from the learning process).

Decision 3: Characteristics of lesson content and distribution.

After the first two decisions processes are completed, a set of
conditions can be imposed on the lesson content and distribution
requirements which can narrow the field of media choice consider-
ably. By tracing through a series of questions imposed upon the
lesson materials, a range of media can be established and ranked in a
somewhat arbitrary order of availability, effectiveness and cost.

Decision 4: Categories of possible media.

All media can be categorized into ten arbitrary "classes" based on
the inherent characteristics of each medium. Each medium has
specific and limited capabilities for stimulus display, reproduction
and distribution. In addition, each medium may also be categorized
(individually, or in conjunction with other media) as either an in-
structional aid or medium.

These four decision processes are described in the Flow Charts at
the end of this article, These Flow Charts are designed as def:4rion
guide; for instructional designers. A Summary Flow Chart shows the
overall decision:: needed to select appropriate media. Seven detailed
Flow Charts show the step-by-step procedures used in the making the
decisions. A final Media Classification Chart classifies media into ten
types and relates the type of media to the outcome of the decision-
making process.

f1,1Cr II II
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Once the field of media choices has been narrowed, the applica-
tion of specific media to learning and the specific advantages and
disadvantages of each medium can be explored. The development
process may then begin. Steps outlining the development process are
included in the remainder of the guide (Anderson, 1974) in the form
of check lists. Again, a series of arbitrary questions have been
imposed during the development stages of each medium. These
"mind-joggers" will hopefully contaibute to the effectiveness of the
lesson material and reduce the time required by developers in
producing lesson software.

COMMENTS

There may be some who will take exception to the arbitrary
classes of media outlined in the Media Classification Chart (Figure 8
at the end of the article.) These critics may or may not be correct,
only time will tell. However, there are two qualifications stated
earlier in this guide that may help salve any wounds:

1) These media were classified only as they apply to the Illinois
Bell Company.

2) In the preceding sectzon, the tendency to consider this to be
the last word in media was recognized and disclaimed.

The capabilities of each medium listed in this section are also
based on local production facilities. This is particularly true in the
listing of video as a black and white medium, filmstrips and silent
films as being infrequently used, and CAI not being suggested at all,
Should production capabilities change at some later date, these
prioritiei .an be revised.

Finally, we have all seen examples of instructional materials
produced in a medium that just shouldn't work (based on the infor-
mation in this guide) but it did. However, most of these materials
were intentionally produced in the most economical medium by
professional writers who were master craftsman.

If followed precisely, the decision process and development steps
outlined in Figures 1-7 can be restrictive. However, this guide is 1.Jt
intended to limit the abilities of the expert, tut to provide sor:
guidance to the average course develope: when seleding ar.t
developing instructional materials.

Improving Human Performance: A Research Quarterly, 1914, 3, 3, 81-107
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FLOW CHARTS FOR
SELECTION OF MEDIA

The decision-making process described in the preceeding article is
illustrated in the following Flow Charts.

Summary Flow Chcrt. The Summary Flow Chart is the overall
guide for using the seven other detailed Flow Charts and the Media
Classification Chart.

Detailed Flow Charts.

Figure 1. Selecting media for information transmission to small
groups.

Figure 2. Selecting media for information transmission to large
groups.

Figure 3. Choosing between instructional aids (used to support
an instructor) and instructional media (used without
an instructor.)

Figure 4. Selecting media for instructional aids.
and 5.

Figure 6. Selecting media for instructional media.
and 7.

Media Classification Chart. Figure 8 is a chart which classifies
media into ten typea It is used after the decision making process
shown on the Flow Chart is completed'.

hnproving Human Performance: A Research Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3, 81-107
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SUMMARY FLOW CHART

DECISION POINTS FIG.1-9

Flra
DETERMINE
PURPOSE OF
MESSAGE

INSTRUCTION

FIG.3

DETERMINE
METHOD OF
TRANSMISSION

INFORMATION NSTRUCTIONAL
AID

FIG.1 (CONT.)

DETERMINE
SIZE OF
TARGET
POPULATION

FIG.1 WONT.)

SELECT
MEDIUM

FIG.2

SELECT
MEDIUM

FIG 4
DETERMINE LESSON
CHARACTERISTICS
(DOES LESSON
INVOLVE OBJECTS
UNFAMILIAR TO
TARGET POPULATION?)

FIG.4 (CONT.)

SELECT MEDIUM
USE INST. AID
COLUMN
FIG.8 AS
REFERENCE

AFTER SELECTION PROCESS IS COMPLETED, DEVELOPER WILL REFER TO SECTION
DEALING WITH THE SPECIFIC MEDIUM SELECTED. THIS SECTION WILL PROVIDE:

ridcri.n f< II

11 LIST OF ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE SELECTED MEDIUM.

21 APPLICATION TO TYPES OF LEARNING.

31 SERIES OF QUESTIONS FOR EVALUATING THE SELECTION.

4) CHECKLIST OF STEPS FOR PREPARATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING
OF MATERIAL

51.
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FIG.5

SELECT MEOIUM
USE INST. A10
COLUMN
FIG.8 AS
REFERENCE

FIG.6

OETERMINE LESSON
CHARACTERISTICS
100ES LESSON
INVOLVE MEC
UNFAMILIAR TO
TARGET POPULATION/

FIG.6 ICONT I

SELECT MEOIUM
USE INST,
MEDIA CuLUMN
FIG.8 AS
REFERENCE

FIG.7

SELECT MEOIUM
USE INST.
MEO!A COLUMN
FIG.8 AS
REFERENCE

Improriug Ihonan l'erformah,e ,I 1?e3tarch Quarterll . 1974. 3. 3.
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MEDIA SELECTION

STEP 1 OETERMINE WHETHER MESSAGE

IS INFORMATION OR INSTRUCTION

DECISION TABLE

STEP 2: INFORMATION

DETERMINE SIZE OF TARGET POPULATION

STEP 3: INFORMATION SMALL GROUP

DETERMINE MESSAGE

CHARACTERISTICS
0

YES

litDOES THE MESSAGE
REOUIRE MEASURABLE
BEHAVIORAL CHANGE'

IS FACE TO FACE
COMMUNICAT DN
FEASIBLE'

00ES MESSAGE OEAL
WITH OBJECTS_NOT
FAMILIAR 10 TARGET
POPULATION'

STEP 4

SELECT

ME DIUM

IS EXACT MESSAGE
CONTENT CRITICAL

ILOCKEDINI

00ES MESSAGE OEAL
WITH OBJECTS NOT
FAMILIAR TD TARGET
POPULATION?

CONSIDER:
DISTRIBUTION OF:

PRINTED MATERIALS:
SUPPORT WITH:
SIMPLE DRAWINGS,
PHOTOS
AUOIO TAPES
SUPPORT WITH:
DRAWINGS,
PHOTOS

CONSIDER
CONFERENCE OR
INDIVIDUAL CALLS
DISTRIBUTION OF:
PRINTED MATERIAL
MEMOS,LETTERS,ETC.

CONSIDER:
SMALL GROUP
MEETINGS (2 WAY
COMMUNICATIONS)
SUPPORT WITH
REAL "THINGS"
MOCKUPS
ORAWINGS
PHOTOS, SLIDES
TRANSPARENCIES
PRINTED MATERIAL
SUPPORT WITH:
DRAWINGS PHOTOS

CONSIDER.
SMALL GROUP
MEETINGS (2 WAY
COMMUNICATION)
INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS
CONFERENCE CALLS
DISTRIBUTION OF
PRINTED MATERIAL

INDIVIDUAL MEDIA LISTED IN SuGGESTED ORDIR OF PRIORITY

Anderwn. R II
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MESSAGE IS
INSTRUCTION

SEE FIG.3

MESSAGE IS
INFORMATION

1

IS MESSAGE INTENDED FOR
LARG7 TARGET POPULATION'

V.G. - 0:VISION
- DZPARTMENT
- COMPANY WIDE

IS FACE TO FACE
COMMUNICATION
FEASIBLE?

DOES MESSAGE DEAL
WITH OBJECTS NOT
FAMILIAR TO TARGET
POPULATION'

SEE FIG.2

DOES MESSAGE DEAL
WITH OBJECTS NOT
FAMILIAR TO TARGET
POPULATION?

CONSIDER:
DISTRIBUTION OF:
- PRINTED MATERIALS

SUPPORT WITH:
DRAWINGS,
PHOTOS

- AUDIO TAPES
SUPPORT WITH:
DRAWINGS,
PHOTOS

CONSIDER:
- PRINTED MATERIAL
- CONFERENCE CALLS
- AUDIO TAPES

FIGURE I

CONSIDER:
- GROUP MEETING

(ENTIRE GROUP AT
TIME/

SUPPORT WITH:
REA.. "THIMG"
MOCK MPS,
TRANSPAREhICIES
DRAWINGSIHANDOUTS)
PHOTOS, SLIDES

- PRINTED MATERIAL
SUPPORT WITH:
PHOTOS - DRAWINGS

CONSIDER:
- GROUP MEETING

(ENTIRE GROUP AT
ONE TIME)

- DISTRIBUTION OF:
PRINTED MA1ERIAL

- DISTRIBUTION OF
AUDIO TAPES

Improving Human Performance: A Research Quarterly, 1974, 3. 3, 81107
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MEDIA SELECTION

DECISION TABLE

STEP 3: INFORMATION - LARGE GROUP

DETERMINE CHARACTERISTICS OF MESSAGE

IS EXACT MESSAGE
CONTENT CRITICAL,

ILOCKED-INI

DOES MESSAGE DEAL WITH
OBJECTS NOT FAMILIAR
TO TARGET POPULATION,

IS ATTITUDE
CHANGE CRITICAL?

STEP 4:

SELECT

MEDIUM'

IS ATTITUDE
CHANGE CRITICAL?

YES

CONSIDER: CONSIDER: CONSIDER: CONSIDER:

DISTRIBUTION OF: DISTRIBUTION OF: DISTRIBUTION OF: - VIDEO TAPE

- PRINTED - AUDIO TAPE - PRINTED - SLIDE TAPE

MATERIAL - SLIDE TAPE MATERIAL - AUDIO TAPE

- AUDIO TAPE - VIDEO TAPE SUPPORT WITH: WITH PRINT

- PRINTED PHOTOS. - PRINTED
MATERIAL DRAWINGS,

ETC.
MATERIAL

- FILM

INDIVIDUAL w00% IN SUGGESTED ORDER OF PRIORITY

Andersun. R II
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FIGURE 2

DOES MESSAGE DEAL WITH
OBJEC1S NOT FAMILIAR
TO TARGET POPULATION'

IS ATTITUDE
CHANGE CRITICAL'

IS ATTITUDE
CHANGE CRITICAL

CONSIDER: CONSI DE R CONSIDER CONSIDER:
- PRINTED - VIDEO - PRINTED - VIDEO

MATERIAL - SLIDE TAPES MATERIAL SLIDE TAPE
- AUDIO TAPES AUDIL rAPE SUPPORT WITH. - FILMSTRIP TAPE

WITH PRINT FILM DRAWINGS AUDIO TAPE
PHOTOS SUPPORT WITH:

- AUDIO TAPE
SUPPORT WITH.

DRAWINGS,
PHOTOS, ETC.

DRAWINGS - FILM
PHOTOS

hnproving Human Performance: .4 Research Quarterly. 1974, 3, 3, 81-107
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MEDIA SELECTION

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA vs. INSTRUCTIONAL AID

STEP 2: CHOOSE TRANSMISSION METHOD

IS "LOCKED-IN" CONTENT
NECESSARY? (IS IT CRITICAL
THAT THE MESSAGE BE
UNCHANGFAB,

YES

DOES THE MESSASE NEED TO BE
REPRODUCIBLE? (IS IT INTENDED
FOR LARGE TARGET POPULATION
-PRESENTED OVER LARGE AREA)

USE
No INSTRUCTIONAL

MEDIUM
SEE F1G.6

Andervm, R II
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IS CONTENT INTENDED TO BE
SELF PACED?

FIGURE 3

YES

IS FACE TO FACE
COMMUNICATION
IMPRACTICAL? (NOT ENOUGH
SME INSTRUCTORS) (INSUFFI
CIENT NUMBER OF STUDENTS
PER CLASS) (NOT ENOUGH TIME
TO SCHEDULE GROUP CLASSES)

USE INSTRUCTIONAL AID
TO SUPPORT LIVE (IN
STRUCTOR LED)
PRESENTATION.

SEE FIG.4

Improving Human Performance. A Research Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3, f,1-107
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

STEP 3 DETERMINE LESSON
CHARACTERISTICS

CONSIDERING LESSON OBJECTIVES
AND CONTENT IS LEARNING

COGNITNE

RULES. PRINCIPLES.
CONCEPTS. DEFINITIONS.
DISCRIMINATIONS. ETC

DOES L ESSON DEAL WITH
INTER PERSONAL SKILLS'

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY'

(TO MODEL PERFORMANCE
OR PROVIDE FEEDBACK)

IS DISPLAY OF SOUND
NECESSARY,

(REPRODUCTION OF
CUSTOMER VOICES ETC.)

YES

STEP 4 SELECT INSTRUCTIONAL
AID

-1 1

PSYCHOMOTOR

SKILLS REQUIRING
MANIPULATION. PHYSICAL

COOROINAT1ON. ETC

AFFECTIVE

ATTITUDE
CHANGE

REVIEW OBJECTIVES
AND CONTENT AGAIN.

IS DISPLAY OF SOUND
NECESSARY'

(RELEVANT STIMULI
OR R ESPONSE

CONSIDER. CONSIDER CONSIDER CONSIDER CONSIDER

IINST MEDIA) (INST. MEDIA) (INST. MEDIA) - CLASS 11 (INST. MEDIA)
- CLASS VII - CLASS - CLASS vil - CLASS iv - CLASS I

(INST. MEDIA) (INST. MEDIA) viDEO - CLASS VIII (INST. MEDIA)
- CLASS V - CLASS V - CLASS IX - CLASS v
- CLASS 11 CLASS IX - CLASS VIII

- CLASS II

SELECTION LISTED IN SUGGESTED ORDER 01, PRIORI T Y UNLESS IDENTIE IED AS INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA, ALL SELECTIONS ARE F Rom CLASS OF INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS F IGURE 8

nt1, r n. H I I
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DOES LESSON INVOLVE
ogjECTS oR "THINGS"

UNFAMILIAR TO
THE STUDENT'

SEE FIG 5

FIGURE 4

DoES LESSON INVOLVE
INTER.PERSONAL SKILLS"

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY TO MODEL
PERFORMANCE OR TO
PROVIDE FEEDBACK?

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY?

(TO MODEL PERFORMANCE
OR PROVIDE FEEDBACK/

IS DISPLAY OF SOUND
NECESSARY?

(REPRODUCTION OF
CUSTOMER VOICES ETC.)

IS IT PRACTICAL TO
TO DEMONSTRATE THE "REAL

THING" IN CLASS"
t ECONOMICAL. VISIBLE TO

STUDENTS, SAFE, ETC.)

CONSIDER CONSIDER. CONSIDER: CONSIDER CONSIDER
(INST. MEDIA) - CLASS VIII - CLASS H (INST. MEDIA) (INST. MEDIA)
- CLASS VII SUPPORT - CLASS IV CLASS I CLASS VII
- CLASS viR WITH - CLASS IX 1INST.MEDIA - CLASS IX

MIOCK.URS) CLASS H - CLASS III
- CLASS ix CLASS IX

lutproving Human Performance: .4 Research Quarterly. 1974, 3, 3, 814 07
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS
STEP 3 (CONTINUED)

LESSON INVOLVES OBJECTS OR "THINGS"
UNFAMILIAR TO STUOENTS

IS DISPLAY OF
MO NON NEC(SSARY'

IS IT PRACTICAL TO DEMON
STRATE THE ''REAL THING"

'N CLASS' (ECONOMICAL,
VISIBLE TD STUDENTS,

SAFE,ETC.I

IS COLOR NECESSARY'

IS COLOR NECESSARY
(RELEVANT STMUt.US)

IS SOUND NECESSARY'
(RELEVANT STIMULUS)

STEP 4

INSTRUCTIONAL

IS SOUND NECESSARY'

IS SOUND NECESSARY'

NO

CONSIDER CONSIDER CONSIDER CONSI7,ER CONSIDER
- CLASS II (INST. MEDIA) - CLASS IV IINST. MEDIA) - CLASS VI

(BLACK & - CLASS III - CLASS VIII - CLASS V (BLACK &
WHITE) (BLACK & (MOCKUPS) WHITE)

- CLASS IV WHITE) CLASS III - CLASS VIII
(INST. MED'A) (MOCK UPS)

- CLASS V
- CLASS VIII

(MOCK-UPS)

'SELECTION LISTED IN SUGGESTED ORDER OF PRtORITY. UNLESS IDENIIFIED AS INSTRUCTIONAL
MCDIA ALL SELECTIONS ARE FROM iNSTRUCTIONAL AIDCLASS FIGURE 8

Andcvm. R II
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IS SOUND NECESSARY'

FIGURE 5

IS IT D'.SIRABLE TO DISPLAY
EXAGGERATED VIEWS OF

OBJECTS, 'ENLARGEMENTS,
CUT-AWAY VIEWS, ETC.)

NO

CONSIDER: CDNSIDER: CONSIDER: CONSIDER: CONSIDER:(INST. MEDIA) (INST. MEDIA) IINST. MEDIA) - CLASS VIII - CLASS VIII
CLASS VII CLASS VI - CLASS VII PROVIDE
IVIDEO) (COLOR) (FILM) EXAGGER-
CLASS VIII - CLASS VIII ATED STILL
IMOCK.UPSI (MOCKUPS) VISUALS

WITH
CLASS II
CLASS IV

Improving Human Performance: A Research Quarterly. 1974, 3, 3, 81-107
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INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
STEP 3 . DETiMAINE LESSaN

CHARACTERISTICS
CONSIDERING LESSON COGNITIVE
OBJECTIVES AND
CONTENT LEARNING (RULES. PRINCIPLES.

DE FINITIONS
DISCR'MINATIONS. ETC.(

PsYCHOMOTOR

(SKILLS REQUIRING
MANIPULATION. PHYSICAL

COORDINATIONETC

NO

1

AFFECTIVE

(ATTITUDE
CHANGE )

1

DOES LESSON OEAL WITH
INTER PERSONAL SKILLS?

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY'

STEP 4 SELECT
INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIA'

YES

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY'

CONSIDER:
- CLASS VII

8. II

CONSIDER:
- CLASS V 8, II
- CLASS III
- CLASS II
- CLASS VII

YES

CONSIDER:
- CLASS VII &

II
IF POSSIBLF
USE INST.
AID
CLASS IX

CONSIDER:
- CLASS V

- CLASS III
- CLASS I
- CLASS VII

REVIEW LESSON
OBJECTIVES

AND CONTENT AGAIN.

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY'

(MODEL PERFORMANCE
OR PROVIDE FEEDBACK)

NO

IS DISPLAY OF SOUND
NECESSARY'

CONSIDER:
- CLASS III
- CLASS I

LOW/ DE R :
- CLASS II
- CLASS III

ALL MEDIA ARE LISTED IN SUGGESTED ORDE R OF PRIORITs, BUT NOT ALL INCLUSE

Anderwn. R II
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DOES LESSON INVOLVE
OBJECTS OR "THINGS"

UNFAMILIAR TO
STUDENTS?

DOES LESSON INVOINE
INTER ''ERSONAL SKILLS'

YES

IS DISPLAY OF SOUND
NECESSARY'

CONSIDER:
- C.ASS VII

& II

CONSIDER:
- CLASS VI

(INST. AID)
WITH CLASS

- CLASS VII &

ES

YES

SEE FIG.7

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
NECESSARY?

(MODEL PERFORMANCE
OR PROVIDE FEEDBACK)

IS DISPLAY DF SOUND
NECESSARY'

REPR ODUC E CUSTOMER
VOICES, ETC.)

NO

CONSIDER:
CLASS III

- CLASS I

CONSIDER:
- CLASS II

FIGURE 6

IS DISPLAY OF SOUND
NECESSARY?

CONSIDER;
- CLASS VII

& II

CONSIDER:
CLASS VI
(INST. AID)
WITH CLASS

- CLASS VII &

Improving Human PerfUrmance. rl Research Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3, 81-107
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INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
STEP 3 (CONTINUED)

IS DISPLAY OF MOTION
(EITHER REAL OR

EXAGGERATED
NECESSARY'

IS IT PRACTICAL TO HAVE
STUOENT INTERACT WITH

THE "REAL THING"'
(CONSIDER - DISTRIBUTION,

COST. SAFETY, ETC.)

STEP 4 SELECT
INSTRUCTIONAL
MEDIUM'

NO

IS SOUNO NECESSARY?
IRELEVANT STIMULUS)

IS COLOR NECESSARY'
IREI.EVANT STIMULUS)

NO

IS IT PRACTICAL TO HAVE
STUOENT INTERACT WITH

THE "REAL THING"'
(CONSIDER - DISTRIBUTION,

COST, SAFETY, ETC.)

IS IT PRACTICAL TO HAVE
STUOENT INTERACT WITH

THE "REAL THING"'
ICONSICIF.R - DISTRIBUTION,

COST, SAFETY, ETC.)

CONSIOER
CLASS VIII
WITH CLASS
II (BLACK &
WHITE)

- CLASS VIII &
CLASS I
CLASS III
(BLACK &
WHITE)

CONSIOER
- CLASS II

IBLACK &
WHITE)

- CLASS III
(BLACK &
WHITE)

CONSIOER:
- CLASS VIII

WITH CLASS
II (BLACK &
WHITE)
CLASS V
WITH CLASS
II (BLACK &
WHITE)

CONSIDER.
- CLASS III

(BLACK &
WHITE)

- CLASS V
& II

CONSIOE R-
- CLASS VIII

& II IOR II
- CLASS V

& II

CONSIOER.
- CLASS V

WITH
CLASS II
(BLACK 3,
WHITE)

- CLASS II
COLOR

SELECTION LISTED IN SUGGESTED ORDER OF PRIORITY BUT NOT ALL INCLUSIVE

ndersoi,. R II
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FIGURE 7

IS SOUND NECESSARY,
(RELEVANT STIMULUS)

IS COLOR NECESSARY
(RELEVANT STIMULUS)

IS IT PRACTICAL TO HAVE IS IT PRACTICAL TO HAVE IS IT PRACTICAL TO HAVE
STUDENT INTERACT WITH STUDENT INTERACT WITH STUDENT INTERACT WITH

THE -REAL THING" THE "REAL THING" THE "REAL THING"
ICONSIDER - DISTRIBUTION. (CONSIDER - DISTRIBUTION. (CONSIDER - DISTRIBUTION)

COST. SAFETY. ETC.) COST, SAFETY, ETC./ COST, SAFETY, ETC./

NO

CONSIDER:
- CLASS V &

- CLASS 11
& I

CONSIDER CONSIDER: CONSIDER
- CLASS VIII CLASS VIII CLASS VIII

N (OR I) & II IOR II & N (OR II
- CLASS V - CLASS VII CLASS VII

& II & II & II
- CLASS I; & ICOLOR ICOLOR

I (COLOR) FILM) FILM)

CONSIDER:
- CLASS VII

& II
(VIDEO)

CONSIDE R.
CLASS VII
& II
(COLOR
FILM)

Improving Human Performance: ,4 Research Quarterly, 1974, 3, 3, 81-107
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MEDIA CLASSIFICATION FIGURE 8
MEDIA CLASS INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA INSTRUCTIONAL AID

I. AU010

(Sound Only)

Audio Tape (reel to reel)
(Cassette)

- Audio disc
- Radio (generally recorded

"one-way" transmission)

- Telephone
("Live" person)

- Radio (used in
"iwo-way" dialogue)

11. PRINTED MATERIAL

(All types of
printed matter -
including drawings
and photographs)

Programmed texts
- Manuals

Job lids

- Hand-outs
Easels

- Chalkboards
- Charts, Graphs, maps

etc. used by instructor

III. AUDIO-PRINT

(Combination of
Class I & P)

Student Workbook and audio
tape or disc.
Forms, charts, reference ,

materials etc. used with
audio tape or disc.

---
-

IV, PROJECTED STILL-
VISUALS

a.--...

Slides

- Transparencies
- Film strips
- Holograms

V. AUDIO-PROJECTED
STILL - VISUAL

- Sound filmstrip (Audio tape
or disc and film strip)

- Sound slide set (Slides of
all types with audio tape
or disc)

-

VI. MOTION-VISUAL - Silent movie film

VII. AUDIO-MOTION
VISUAL

(Combination of
Class 1 & II)

"Live" TV
Sound movie film
Video tape

Picturephone

VIII. PHYSICAL OBJECTS (Not generally used in conjunc-
tion with instructional media)

Actual obiects
- Mosk-ups or models
. of the "reel things"

IX. HUMAN ANO
SITUATIONAL
RESOURCES

(Teachers, peers,
environment)

- Role play situations
Case studies using .

group members
- Group participation

in decision making
- Field trips

X. COMPUTERS
-

CAI-CM1-Computers and vari-
ous terminal display equipment

....-

Anderson. R. II
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Commercial Instructional M'aterials

When there is no time to prepare instructional materials (which is

often the case), the alternative is to buy commercially prepared

ones. However, you won't want to make the final decision to buy

until you have reviewed the materials for quality and appropriateness

to the purpose you have in mind. The Media Evaluation Form provided

on the next page is a good checklist device to use when deciding

whether or not to buy.

9. Select any form of instructional media availaple in the classroom.

Using the Media Evaluation Foi'm, review the instructional material

you selected to determine its quality. Then answer these questions.

a. Based on your review of the instructional material, would you

buy it? What was the major factor in arriving at your decision?

b. Did you find the Media Evaluation Form useful? If not, how would

you improve it?

(See Appendix A f9r possible answers.)

6 9
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MEDIA EVALUATION FORM

MEDIA TYPE:

16 mm film (initial ( ntact)
16 mm f;111 (accelerated)
program (initial contact)
program (,ccelerated)
programmed text
programmed film/filmstrip
filmstrip
tape-slide
video tape (tv)
8 mm loop
lab manual
lecture demonstration
audio tape
other

PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITY
Picture quality
Photographic technique

SOUND QUALITY
Tonal quality
Clarity
Ability of narrator

D. L. Jelden
Industrial Arts Department
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, Colorado

, PRODUCER

TIME/LENGTH

COLOR/BW

RATING

COMMENTS Excellent Good Poor

Fl

CONTENT
Vocabulary level
Accuracy
Is material dated
Organization
Continuity
Educational aids lised kmodels, etc.)
Level suitable for use
Doe': it achieve stated objective

GENERAL

SPECIFIC L___J

COMMENTS:

Evaluated by

70

-6i
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Goal 8.2

Content Outline Activities-Resources

77, 77 77
Goal 8.2: Organize Instruction.

A. Principles of Curriculum Organization

1. According to Larson and Valentine, curriculum

for vocational education should be organized

based on the following premises:

a. Preparation for initial job-entry is the

basic responsibility of the public educa-

tion program.

b. The curriculum must be goal-centered for

youth at age 14 and above. For the

majority of youth this goal can be most

meaningful when related to preparation for

employment.

c. Curriculum changes are demanded in order

to make curriculum more relevant to the

social and economic conditions of our day

and the maturity of the youth.

d. A core curriculum concept based on the

occupational goal of the student can

provide both a mearingful preparation for

employment and a means of educating youth

to participate effectively in our techno-

logical society.

e. A curriculum for the future will concern

itself not only with the need for know-

ledge and skills but with the total educa-

tional, economic, social, and phricol

needs of each student (15).*

7 1
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(15) Vocational Edu-
cation Curriculum
Development
Handbook.

* See Classroom
Activity 4 in
Part III.



Content Outline (continued)

B. Sequence Di Instruction

1. Before developing actual course materials, the

supporting knowledge and skills that are

essential to performance must be organized.

Course content has to be structured and

sequenced in the best possible order for

learning if the system is to be effective

and efficient.

2. According to Butler, content sequence is based

on a combination of two different levels of

organization:

a. a general sequence based on job/task

structure;

b. a more specific sequence based on learning

structure. (This refers to the intcrnal

learning events--supporting skills and

knowledge--within each of the main job-

sequenced events) (6).

3. Various techniques exist for sequencing

instruction. The important point to remember

is that initial sequencing should be con-

sidered only as preliminary; student perform-

ance data collected during the "test-revise-

retest" cycle will determine th final

sequence.

4. Smith recommends a "functional context"

sequencing, a principle tested in a number of

research studies and shown to be capable of

reducing failure, epecially irnj students

'7

-64-
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Systems Develop-
ment for Voca-
tional and Tech-
nical Training,
Chap. 11. For a
matrix technique
to sequencing
instruction, see
p. 115.



Content Outline (continued)

who are relatively low in aptitude. The

essential ideas of functional context sequen-

cing are these:

a. The student is given a meaningful orien-

tation to the entire job for which he is

being trained.

b. Other topics are organized so that the

relevance of each to the wnole job can

be demonstrated to the student at the time

it is being taught.

c. A whole-to-part sequence is followed in

teaching the functions of equipment.

d. Each student learns a graded series of job

tasks. Each new task to be learned

requires the student to master new knowl-

edge and skills (21).

5 A less meaningful sequence cited by Smith is

beginning a course with a block of "funda-

mentals." On analysis, these fundamentals

usually turn out to be component knowledge and

skills for task performance. Task performance

is then taught later in the course. By taking

component knowledge and skills out of the

context of the tasks to which they are related',

they become less meaningful to the student and

more difficult to learn. The student has

difficulty identifjing the purpo,e of these

"fundamentals" (24).

plj
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Content Outline (continued)

C. The Lesson Plan

1. The lesson plan is the final link in the

instructional planning process. Focusing on

a given topic, theme, or instructional objec-

tive, it provides the instructor with detailed

directions for carrying out the instructional

process.

2. A good lesson plan gives the instructor confi-

dence while teaching, and helps to:

a. provide needed motivation;

b. give proper emphasis to the various parts

of the lesson, including those requiring

student activity;

c. ensure that all essential information is

included;

d. provide for the use of instructional aids;

e. insert questions at the proper time; and

f. remain within a schedule (18).

3. Lesson plan formats vary from instructor to

instructor. The important concern is that

both instructor and student activity be

reflected.

4. The specificity of lesson plans also varies

from instructor to instructor. Sale, usually

inexperienced teachers, write very C.:ailed

lesson plans. W:aers write a detailed plan

as a means of preparing themselves and Oen

reduce it to a few notes and a time schedule

for use in th, class,.00m.*

3. WI:ilpyp 9; Modo.I.

7,i
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E. Study Activities

Based on your reading of thc content outine and any additional

references as suggested, complete the following aotivit.

1. Read Chapter 3: "How Can Learning Experiences Be Orgalized for

Effective Instruction?" in Tyler, Basic Princip1:-_. of Curriculum and

Instruction. Then answer the following question.,:

a. What are the three major criteria for effec'lve organization of

instruction as identified by Tyler? Brieflj describe each in

terms of a single course, providing examplc ... from vocational

education.

b. What are some common principles of organi7zc1on used in school

curricula as identified by Tyler? Aft-e 2ou have liFLA these,

try to think of other organizing princip.ies---There a. many

possibilities.

c. What organi7ing principle is used in the cuurse in which you are

studjing this module?

d. What organizing principles are used ii to.- other courses in which

you are currently enrolled?

2. Read Chapter 10: '.:equencing Instructic..al Units" in Mager and Beach,

Developing_ Vocational Astruction. Then complete the following multiple-

choice ,:uestions b2) markins) an "X" the appropriate choice.

a. If instruction is organized to teach the skills most often used on a

job, wk.'. type of sequencing does this represent?

a. general to specific sequenc;ng

b. interest sequencing

c. logical sequencing

d. skill sequencing

frequency sequencing

C. total job practice
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b. If instruction is organized to move from the big picture to the

details, what type of sequencing does this represent?

a. general to specific sequencing

b. interest sequericing

c. logical sequirig

d. skill sequehc:ng

e. frequency sequencing

f. total job practice

c- If instruction is organized to present what "needs to be known"

about a job and then followed by what is "nice to know" about

that job, what type of sequencing does this represent?

a. general to specific sequencing

b. interest sequencing

c. logical sequencing

d. skill sequencing

e. frequency sPquencing

f. total job practice

d. If an instructor is faced with a particularly unmotivated group of

students, what type of instructional sequencing would be most

appropriate?

a. general to specific sequencing

b. interest sequencing

c. logical sequencing

d. skill sequencing

e. frequency sequencing

f. total job practice_
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3. Read Chapter 11: "Lesson Plan Development" in Mager and Beach,

11 Developing Vocational ,Instruction. Then complete the following act vity.

111

The purpose of this activity is to provide you with an opportunity to

apply the techniques and processes you learned in this module and the

previous one (Module 7: Derivation and Specification of Instructional

Objectives). Be sure to have your completed Study Guide for

Module 7 on hand as you do this activity.

Develop a lesson plan for a unit of instruction that will prepare students

for the occupation you selected in Module 7. Follow the seven general

steps for lesson plan development as described by Mager and Beach. You

may choose to use the lesson plan form they suggest, or you may prefer

another one. The important thing is to use a form that identifies what

the student will be doing during each phase of instruction.

As you complete this activity, be aware of the unrealities of the situation

You do not know the group of students for whom you are preparing the

instruction, and you do not know the dainistrative constraints. However,

you have learned some processes and techniques which you shodld now

be able to apply.

When you have completed the activity, review it with your instructor.

If your instructor is not an expert in the area you have selected, he

will comment only on the processes and techniques you have used. If

he is an expert, he will be able to comment on the content of your

instruction as well.

Use additional sheets of paper as space is not provided in this Study

Guide. Also, feel free to use any other reference materials you might

need to assist you in completing this activity.

7 7
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PART III

GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Classroom Activities
NOTE: The following activities are designed to stimulate discussion in

the classroom on specific topics covered in this module. The activities

are designed to be used after student self-study; however, depending on

the background and abilities of students, these activities may not

require previous self-study. All classroom activities are keyed to the

content outline to indicate an appropriate point for participation.

1 In the Anderson article in the Study Guide, "Selection of Media:

Another Perspective," the author states that the selection of instruc-

tional media should be an extension of basic communication skills.

According to Anderson, "We exercise this process, with varying degrees

of success, in our daily lives when we choose to communicate with

others. We may choose to call someone or write a letter, or have

face-to-face communication based on a number of variables. We even

refine our selection more to go 'multi-media' by feeling the need to

include photographs or drawings or even imitate sounds in our

messages.."

The purpose of this classroom activity is to have you think about

your personal communication techniques and apply them to the problem

of selecting instructional strategies. Think of an

instance when you communicated with another individual. By which

medium--lette;, phone, face-to-face, etc.--did you communicate? What

were the reasols for the selection of one medium over another? List

these reason... i",ld then analyze them to determine

if general s,atf. lents can be formulated which might apply to the

selection of instrxtional strategies.

7 9
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2 In class, discuss the issue of commercially prepared materials vs.

instructor-prepared materials. Cite advantages and disadvantages

of both types of materials. For example, commercially prepared

materials often do not meet the specific instructional objectives

established by the instructor. Because commercial enterprises are

profit-oriented, their materials must appeal to a larger audience,

thereby missing the specific needs of smaller groups. However, the

instructor rarely has the time to prepare all of his own instruc-

tional materials and for this reason occasionally nr J r., to rely on

commercially prepared ones.

3. Select some form of commercially prepared visual media,

particularly a film that was prepared for any vocational class at

the secondary level. In class, review the film.

Then evaluate it, using the criteria provided in the content

outline: content, level, presentation, authorship, technical

quality. Make a final decision regarding whether or not to buy the

film.

4. In class, discuss the organization of the course in

which you are using this module. Identify the elements of the

course which serve as the organizing threads: for example, concepts,

values, and skills. See reference (26), Basic Principles of Curric-

ulum and Irstruction, page 86. Also identify the organizing

principles by which the elements are woven together. See reference

(26), page 95. Then analyze the structural organization in which

the course exists. See reference (26), page 98.

Activities for Additional Credit

NOTE: These activities are designed for the student who wishes to

obtain additional credit beyond the basic requirements of this module.

8 0
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You may choose to write a paper on one of these activi-

I/ ties, or discuss the activity with the instructor, or you may select some

other method to complete the activity.

1. Observe a class session in a vocational course of your choosing.

List statements, actions, or other evidence of the following:

a. students were encouraged to present viewpoints differing from or

in conflict with ideas under discussion;

b. opportunities for group involvement;

c. topic was related to the outside world and the social scene;

d. teacher identified students having difficulties;

e. questions challenged student thinking or values;

f. class activities were related to student problems, interests, and

needs.

2. Observe a class session in a vocational course of your choosing.

List the various teaching methods and media devices used. Evaluate

the selection of these methods and devices on the basis of the instruc-

tional objectives for the particular learning activities.

3. Ccllect five samples of lesson pl:Ins. Evaluate these plans on the

basis of content. Do they con.Lain all the essential elements of a

good lesson plan? What would you recommend to improve them?

4. Study a lesson plan, and then observe the lesson taught from it. How

did the teaching differ from the plan, if it differed at all? What

changes would you have sLgyested?

8 1
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Discussion Questions
41=1.111,

A. What factors are important in the development of sound instructional

materials for vocational education?

(Certainly one of the most important factors in the development of
sound instructional materials in vocational education is timeliness.
Instruction for an occupation should be based on the current state of
the art of that occupation and on any future projections that have been
made for that occupation.)

B. How might emerging trends in curriculum development fo: vocational

education affect the role of the curriculum specialist?

(The curriculum specialist might be a member of a team--or the team
leader--of a massive, funded project, working for a larger administra-
tive organization than the single school. Members of this curriculum
team might include persons with varied talents. The curriculum
specialist himself would need to develop broader abilities that would
allow him to work effectively with a team.)

C. What are some possible reasons for the preoccupation of vocational

curriculum specialists (and other instructional developers) with

developing a variety of instructional activities without regard for

the instructional objectives?

(Possible reasons might include:
a. With the emphasis in some educational circles on appealing to

student interests, curriculum specialists may get carried away
with creating exciting activities that may have no direct relation
to instructional ,)bjectives.

b. Instructional activities are fun to develop. And since an
instructional objective may limit the imagination of the
developer, he may disregard it.)

D. Why are administrative criteria important to consider in selecting

instructional strategiris? Provide one example of how these criteria

influence the selection of such strategies.

(Administrative criteria zet the lflits on what is practical and.what
is within the budget. The most appropriate instructiona strategy for
an instructional objective may simply not be practical or within the
school budget. Po, examr.e, suppose that an objective calls for a
student in a retail sales course to deal pleasantly with a customer.
The most appropriate instructional strategy is a roleplaying session,
using videotape equipment. The videotape can replay the session and

...tudent can watch himself in action and evaluate his own behavior.
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However, the school Ne,-,21.. may not allow for expensive videotape equip-
ment. In this case. oe:t best alternative--a roleplaying session
without videotapewould have to be cmployed.)

E. How might an individualized instruction proponent react to che state-

ment that the most practical, effective, aild efficient medium for most

types of learning is well-illustratA, step-by-step verbal instructions

with feedback to the student?

(Individualized instruction proponents would probably react negatively
to this stateMent. Self-study situations place the content and pace
of the instruction almost entirely under the control of the individual
student. Individualized instruction requires that each student have his
own material, equipment, facilities, and individual tutoring when he
needs it. Individualized instruction proponents, then, feel that this
system is the most practical, effective, and efficient medium for most
types of learning.) (6)

F. What are various techniques you have found useful for selecting media?

G. What are some illustrations of Fleck's criteria for selecting teaching

methods?

(A teaching method should be used with confidence. For example, if an
instructor is not familiar with the function of programmed instructional
materials, this method should not be selected. Or if an instructor is
not skilled in leading a roleplaying session, this method should not be
selected.
A teaching method should implement a democratic philosophy. For example,
a class based completely on the lecture method would not allow for
student participation and therefore should not be the sole method
selected.)

H. How specific should a lesson plan be? Should it be 30 pages of notes

for a 2-hour lesson? Or 2 lines on a scrap of paper? .Or somealing in

between? Does it matter?

I. Do you have any problems or concerns regarding this module?

8 3
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PART IV

STUDENT SELF-CHECK

Part A: Knowledge Assessment
GOAL 8.1

1. What are five general principles described by Tyler for the selection

of 'iArning experiences? (8.11)

2. What type of performance is primarily associated with this task:

Recognize when a bed is ready for clean linens? (8.12)

a. problem-solving

.b. recall

c. speech

d. discrimination

10 e. manipulation

3. What type of performance is primarily associated with this task:

Establish good rapport with customer? (8.12)

a. manipulation

b. speech

c. recall

d. discrimination

e. problem-solving

4. If you wanted students to learn how to operate an eight-inch radial

arm saw, what would be the most appropriate teaching method? (8.13)

a. reading assignments

b. field interviews

c. group discussion

d. practice and drill
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5. If several instructional strategies are appropriate for accomplishing

a specific objective, what criteria should you apply in selecting the

one strategy to use? (8.14)

6. By what criteria would you decide whether or not to buy a commercially

prepared sound filmstrip? (8.15)

GOAL 8.2

7. What are three major criteria for effective organizatio.i of instruction

as identfied by Tyler? (8.21)

8. If the subject matter of instruction.requires that units be presPnted

in a certain order, what type of sequencing does this represent? (8.22)

a. interest sequencing

b. skill sequencing

c. total job practice

d. logical sequencing

e. general to specific sequencing

9. What is the purpose of a lesson plan? (8.23)

Part B: Performance Assessment

The purpose of this part of the test is to assess your ability to perform

some of the actual steps involved in the development of instructional

materials. You should complete it outside of class and use any reference

materials that may be helpful. Be sure to have the materials you developed

for the Performance Assessment portion of the Module 7 Self-Check. You

will now have a chance to build on the materials you completed there.

This test consists of completing each of the following items in ordcr.

As you finish each item, check it off and continue to the next. If

you find any of the forms suggested in the Study Guide helpful in
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completing these steps, use them. Otherwise, you may use your own

particular forms, as long as you complete each step below as indicated.

1. Develop and sequence a listing of instructional units for a

course to provide instruction for the occupation yGu selected

in the Module 7 Performance Assessment.

2. For the one task you selected and detailed in Modulo 7, identify

the type of performance primarily associated with each step

involved. (8.12)

3. For the tasks you identified for school instruction in Mu

7, select a sequencing strategy ad put these tasks into a

preliminary sequence. (8.14)

4. Develop a lesson plan for two of the ircructional units y.

listed in Item 1. One unit should be p zrily in the cou

or affective domain and the other in thr ps domat;I.

Be sure that the lesson plan reflects tof I.:nit objective, the

specific content, the instructional stri.L;Ay .ceaching metNokis

and media evices), student activities, an6 approximate time

for completing each activity. The lesson plan should be a guide

to the .:ay students and instructor will spnnd their day. (8.23)

8 7
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PART V

APPENDICES

A ppendix A:

Possible Study Activity Responses

GOAL 8.1

la. 1 For a given objective to be attained, a student must have experi-
ences that give him an opportunity to practice the kind of behavior
implied by the objective. Learning experiences must be set up
that give the student a chance to do yhat the objective expects
him to do as a result of instruction

2 Learning experiences must be such that the student obtains satis-
faction from carrying on the kind of behavior implied by the
objectives. The student must be able to experience success by
performing what the objectives require. Also, learning experiences
must be selected with students' interests and needs in mind.

3. The behavior desired of students during learning experiences must
be witnin the range of possibility for the students involved.
Learning experiences should not require behavior of the students
that they are not able to perform because they have not reached
an appropriat.e stage of development.

4. Many particular learning experiences can be used to attain the
same objectives. Instruction need not be limited to a prescribed
set of learning experiences in order to assure that the desired
objectives are attained.

5. A well-planned set of learning experiences will be made up of
experiences that are useful in attaining several objectives at
the same time.

lb. (The following are possible examples that illustrate Tylei 's principles
for selecting learning experiences. You may have thought of any number

of other examples.)

1. If an objective requires students to be able to lubricate an auto-
mobile, the learning experiences must allow students to practice
lubricating an automobile.

8 9



2. If an objective requires students to be able to interview a patient
and admit him to a hospital, the learning experiences should allow
students to experience success in performing the behavior required.
Successful completion of an activity is satisfying.

3. If a learning experience requires studenf, to repair a malfunc-
tioning carburetor and students have no yet learned the basic parts
of an automobile, the learning experience fail,- in its purpose.

4. If an objective requires students to identify the various nutrients
needed by plants, a variety of learning expe-iences--lecture, audio-
visual presentation, programmed instruction, reading assignments,
etc.--could help students achieve this objective.

5. If an objective requires students to demonstrate proper safety pro-
cedures when working with power tools, the learning experiences that
allow students to demonstrate such procedures will also help develop
certain attitudes regarding the importance of practicing safety
procedures.

2. a. b

b. e

c. a

d. d

e. c

f. c

a. a

h. b

J. (The spec;fi,.: response to this activity depends on the particular
occupation you selected. Check with your instructor.)

4. a. When one knows what needs to be accomplished, then identifying the
type of performance to be developed is a irst step in rhoosing an
instructional strategy.

b. (The specific response to this activity depends n your personal

preference.)

5. a. b

b. c

c. a

d. d

9 0
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6. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular occu-
pation you selected. Check with your instructor. Three criteria you
should have considered when selecting instructional strategies are:

a. Choose the strategy that most closely approximates the
performance conditions called for by the objective.

b. Choose the strategy that causes the student to perform in a
manner most closoly approximating the performance called for on
the job.

c. Choose the strategy that will allow the student to make the
largest number of relevant responses per unit time.)

7. (The specific response to this activity deperds on the particular
instructional strategies you selected.)

8. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular
occupatidn you selected and the objectives you developed for specific
tasks of this occupation.)

9. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular
instructional media you selected to evaluate. You should have used
the Media Evaluation Form as a basis for determining the quality of
the material you selected.)

GOAL 8.2

la. Tyler's three major criteria for the effective organization of
instruction are:

1 continuity--Continuity refers to the vertical reiteration of
major instructional elements. For example, if an objective
in trades and industry is to develop a positive safety
attitude, it is important that this concept be dealt with
again and again in various parts of the trades and ndustry
course.

2
sequence--Sequence is related to continuity but goes beyond

.

it. Sequence emphasizes the importance of having each
successive experience build upon the preceding one but
to go more broadly and deeply into the matters involved.
For example, if an objective in trades and industry is to
develop a positive safety attitude, it is important that
this concept be dealt with again and again in various parts
of the trades and industry course, but at a higher level
of treatment with each successive learning experience.

91
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3. integration--integration refers to the horizontal relationship
of learning experiences. The organization of these exper-
iences should be such that they.increasingly help the student
to get a unified view and to unify his behavior in relation
to the elements dealt with. For example, in developing a
positive safety attitude for a trades and industry course,
it is important to consider ways in which this attitude
can be effectively utilized in other courses and other

fields. It should not be developed simply as an isolated
behavior to be used in a single course, but should
increasingly become part of the total capacities of the
student and used in the varied situations of his daily life.

b. Common principles of organizing instruction as identified by Tyler
include:

a. chronological organization;
b. increasing breadth of application;
c. increasing range of activities included;
d. use of description followed by analysis;
e. development of specific illustrations followed by broader and

broarlPr principles to explain these illustrations; and
f. buinq an increasingly unified world picture from specific

parts are built into increasingly larger wholes.

c. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular

course in which you are studying this module.)

d. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular
courses in which you are currently enrolled.)

2. a. e

b. a

c. d

d. b

3. (The specific response to this activity depends on the particular

occupation you selected. Check with your instructor. In developing a

lesson plan, you whould have followed the seven basic steps described

by Mager and Beach:

a. outline the leerning units;
b. identify the type of performance involved,
c. identify appropriate content;
d. rough sequence the units;
e. select instructional procedures and materials;

f. final sequence;
g. complete lescon plan details.)

9 2
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Appendix B,:

Pnssible Self-Check Responses

Part A: Knowledge Assessment

GOAL 8.1

1 What are five general principles described by Tyler for th selection

of learning experiences? (8.11)

(1) For a given objective to be attained, a student must have
learning experiences that give him an opportunity to practice
the kind of behavior implied by the objective.

(2) The learning experiences must be such that the student obtains

satisfaction from carrying on the kind of behavior implied by

the objectives.

(3) The learning experiences should be appropriate to the student's

present attainments and predispositions. The student reactions

desired in the experience should be within the range of possi-

bility for the students involved.

(4) Many particular learning experiences can be used to attain tFe

same objectives.

(5) The same learning experience can provide for the attainment of

several objectives.

2. What type of performance is primarily associated with this task:

Recognize when a bed is ready for clean linens? (8.12)

a. problem-solving

b. recall

c. speech

X d. discrimination

e. manipulation

9 3
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3. What type of perfemance is primarily associated with this task:

Establish good rapport with customer? (8.12)

a. manipulation

X b. speech

c. recall

d. discrimination

d. problem-solving

4. If you wanted students to 12arn how to operate an eight-inch radial

arm saw, what would be the most appropriate teaching method? (8.13)

a. reading assignments

b. field interviews

c. group discussion

X d. practice and drill

5. If several instructional strategies are appropriate for accomplish-

ing a specific objective, what criteria should you apply in selec-

ting the one strategy to use? (8.14)

The criteria of practicality and availability are
probably the best ones to apply when making a final
selection of instructional strategy.

6. By what criteria would you decide whether or not to buy a commer-

cially prepared sound filmstrip? (8.15)

Photog)aphic quality: picture quality, photographic technique.

Sound quality: tonal quality, clarity, ability of narrator.

Content: vocabulary level, accuracy, timeliness of material,
organUtion, continuity, level suitable for use,
achievement of stated objective.

9 ,4
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GOAL 8.2

7. What are three major criteria for effective organization of instruc-

tion as identified by Tyler? (8.21)

(1) continuity

(2) sequence

(3) integration

8. If the subject matter of instruction requires that units be presenced

in a certain order, what type of sequencing does this represent?

(8.22)

a. interest sequencing

b. skill sequencing

c. total job practice

10
X d. logical sequencing

e. general to specific sequencing

9. What is tha, purpose of a lesson plan? (8.23)

The purpose of a lesson plan is to guide instructor and
student activities during a day. It specifies the activities

the student may engage in to reach the objectives of instruction.

Part B: Performance Assessment
In scoring PART B, you should be primarily concerned with the techniques

and processes used to develop materials. Personal judgment will be a major

factor in scoring PART B. However, for,the test items indicated below, assess-

ment should consider these specific factOrs:

9 5
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Item 1. The instructional units for which you are to develop and

sequence a listing should represent the smallest amount of instruction

that has purpose, interest, unity, and meaning within itself.

Item 2. The types of performances identified for each

step of a task should be the ones primarily associated with the task step.

That is, the task step may involve several types of performance, but it is

the principal type of performance that is necessary to simplify the identi-

fication of course content.

You should have used five general categories for the identifi-

cation of types of performance:

o discrimination

problem-solving

recall

manipulation

speech

Item 3. You may have selected any one of a number of sequencing

strategies:

from general to specific

interest sequencing

logical sequencing

skill sequencing

frequency sequencing

o total job practice

other sequence of student's choosing

The important thing to note is that the sequencing does in fact repre-

sent a specific strategy with a specific purpose intended.

Item 4. The lesson plan should identify what both the instructor and

the student will be doing'during each phase of instruction. The teach-

ing methods and media devices selected should be appropriate for the

student activity, and should also be appropriate for accomplishing the

instructional objectives. The methods and media selected should be

practical, that is, available and economical.
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